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Session # 1A
Synergy, Technology and Friendship: 10 Years Later (O.C.C.E.N.)
Suzanne Vanderlip, Pamela Cybulski, and Sandra Goldsworthy

Session # 1B
Gender Differences in Cardiology: The Heart Truth and More
Cleo Cyr

L2 Lunch Presentation
DKA: When we are too sweet for our own good!
Brenda Lynn Morgan

Session # 2A, Presentation # 1
Why Build A Cruise Ship When a Lifeboat Will Do? - Online Learning Resources
Susan Warman and Mary Lue Springer

Session # 2A, Presentation # 2
Medical Reconciliation in Critical Care -- It's a Team Sport!
Kim Streitenberger

Session # 2B, Presentation # 1
Implementing a Protocol for Prevention of Ventilator Associated Pneumonia (VAP)
Sylvie Larocque and Dr. Peter Steinmetz

Session # 2B, Presentation # 2
Quiet Please! I'm Trying to Recover
Marilyn Lee, Ruth Haydock, Cheryl Wade Lee, Marion Dover, Allan Guillermo, and Cindy McMeekin

Session # 2C, Presentation # 1
The Intensive Care Unit as an Untapped Learning Resource: A Student Perspective
(due to the size of the presentation, we have issued as part 1 and part 2)

Part 1
Session # 2C, Presentation # 2
The Blended Learning Journey to Develop a Burn Program
Please contact the presenter's directly regarding information on this presentation
Susan Warman and Marie Chase

Session # 2D, Presentation # 1
Staff Nurses' Perceptions of Rapid Response Teams (RRTs) in Acute Care Hospitals
Jagdeep "Nicki" Kaur Johal

Session # 2D, Presentation # 2
The ICU Outreach Team: Results of a Three Year Evaluation
Pam Dawson, Pamela McElheran, Wendy O'Connor, Jennifer Caryk, and Lori Lakusta

Session # 2F, Presentation # 1
The Introduction of an ICU Nurse Clinician
Julie Jones, Debra Mayer and Pamela McElheran

Session 3C
Straight from the Heart
Eleanor Marris Rogers, Joanne Kavelman and Susan Siegel

Session 3E
End of Life in ICU
Margaret Lenny, Carole Cole, Susan Lauton and Lynda Laycock